ABSTRACT In order to improve the accuracy and enhance stability of the tracking system of wheel-footed robot, the lateral control problem in the process of wheel movement is discussed. First, according to the structure and movement characteristics of the robot, we establish robotic four-wheel steering dynamic model considering the linear profile of the tire. Second, a sliding mode control (SMC) method based on tracking expected yaw rate is proposed. A virtual path between the current position of the robot and the road is planned in real time. The current expected yaw rate of the robot is calculated according to the virtual path and the robot tracks the expected yaw rate through the SMC method. Using this method alone may cause that the robot could not able to track the path precisely, especially in the road with large curvature. Therefore, we add steering prediction control to achieve better lateral control. The simulation results show that the improved control method has a greater effect on the lateral control accuracy of the robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classification of robots are footed type, wheeled type, wheel-footed type and so on. Wheel-footed robot has been greatly favored in the developments of robot, because of the advantages of footed movement's adaptability and wheeled movement's fast speed [1] . In some of the harsher environments, wheel-footed robot has a relatively strong adaptability, especially in areas such as military investigation and disaster relief. Footed movement of wheel-footed robot is used for some special and unusual terrains, therefore most of the robot's movements are in wheeled motion.
Driving along the given path stably is a basic ability of wheel-footed robot. Even if outside interferences drive the robot off the road, it can correct the errors in time. As far, the controlled models studied by most scholars were mainly two-wheel steering. Compared to the two-wheel steering robot, the four wheels of our robot can be driven independently, which provides a variety of driving modes for the wheel-type movement, greatly improving the maneuverability of the robot. But the motion modes are more complicated, hence, the control methods are more demanding. At the same time, the complicated working environment also brings great challenges to robotic motion control.
As control objects and tasks become more complex, control theories and methods also keep pace with the times. For the lateral control of robot, the control methods mainly include robust control, intelligent control, model predictive control, sliding mode control and so on. Hwang et al. proposed a robust tracking control based on Lyapunov reconstruction backstepping method. The robust controller method can reduce the tracking error and is suitable for the case of differential driving and external disturbances of differentially driven wheeled mobile robots [2] . Aguiar demonstrated the adaptive switching supervisory control combined with a nonlinear Lyapunov-based tracking control law to solve the problems of global boundedness and convergence of the position tracking error approaching the origin [3] . The above methods use robust control to overcome the uncertainties to maintain stability and performance of the systems. A fuzzy control method based on lateral tracking error and yaw angle error was proposed in the article by Wang et al. [4] . The authors used vehicle kinematics state model to calculate vehicle yaw angle error and lateral tracking error in real time, achieving the purpose of trajectory tracking. Song [5] used an adaptive feedback error learning (AFEL) control scheme for a class of nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots with uncertainties.
The nonlinear neural network (NN) model is trained to approximate the unknown function in the dynamic system. Ho et al. proposed a novel fusion feedforward neural network controller derived from the principle of task decomposition. The controller has a simple structure and can be applied to a control system that needs to manipulate two input variables [6] . In all, NN has better approximation effect and higher tracking accuracy, but real-time performance is an urgent problem to be solved. Lenain et al. [7] designed an extended kinematic model accounting for sliding effects. A new control law was used in order to correct vehicle behaviour in the presence of sliding, then the authors introduced Model Predictive Control (MPC) to deal with some limitations. The article by Attia et al. [8] presented an automated steering strategy based on nonlinear MPC which is an optimization based method for feedback control of nonlinear systems. However, MPC is more suitable for linear systems or linearizable systems.
The system of our wheel-footed robot is strongly coupled, time-varying and multivariate nonlinear [9] . Hence, ordinary control methods cannot satisfy nonlinear control and real-time ability simultaneously. Sliding mode control (SMC) designed by Emel'yanov et al. [10] is a control strategy of variable structure control system. The SMC is used widely because its simplicity and practicality. More importantly, it compensates for system uncertainties and disturbances. It has strong robustness, especially in nonlinear system. A sliding mode controller with a nonlinear disturbance observer was designed by Taghia et al. [11] and was developed to control a farm vehicle to accurately track a specified path. Xu et al. [12] designed Stanley algorithm at low speed switching to sliding mode control algorithm at high speed, which reduced the disturbance of parameters and enhanced the robustness of the control. However, the lateral tracking error will increase suddenly when the vehicle is at the S-bend or the curvature of path is large. A composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) control technique based on novel integral sliding mode (ISM) was proposed [13] . This method not only improves transient performance, but also guarantees strong robustness. But the case of large path curvature was also not considered. Nevertheless, SMC method causes the chattering of the system because of the hysteresis switch and so on. The chattering cannot be eliminated completely. Therefore, a chattering free method based on an extended state observer (ESO) was proposed, which was combined with the disturbance estimation to give a novel non-chattering sliding mode surface [14] . In all, the SMC method can implement path tracking better, which is very suitable for the control of nonlinear systems. It can be seen from the experiments done by the above scholars that the tracking error is relatively small and the control performance is excellent, especially when the road is flat and the path curvature is not large. Nevertheless when the path curvature is large or the curvature changes rapidly, the error will increase significantly. The increasing error will greatly reduce the system control performance.
The SMC method forces the system to move along a predetermined ''sliding mode'' state trajectory, while the sliding mode can be designed as needed. The sliding mode is also independent on parameters and disturbances of object, therefore SMC is insensitive to parameter variations and disturbances. It also has a fast response. For our wheel-footed robot, which is a typical nonlinear system and often works in complex environments, SMC is the most practical method of the path tracking for the wheel-footed robot and easy to be achieved. But then, SMC method ignores the future trends of path. It may cause instability, inaccuracy, and a sudden increase in tracking error during process of control. Therefore, we added the steering prediction algorithm to make up for the shortcomings of SMC method. The wheel-footed robot platform developed by Beijing Institute of Technology as shown in Fig. 1 is taken as the research object of lateral control. In this article, firstly, we analyze the four-wheel characteristics according to the structure and motion characteristics of the robot in Section II. Then, the robot dynamic model is established based on four-wheel steering characteristics considering linear skew characteristic of tire. A method based on SMC for tracking the expected yaw rate is introduced in Section III. The steering prediction control unit is added to the method as shown in Section IV. Two parts work together to get a better effect for lateral control. The simulation and experiment results for comparison are shown in Section V.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE WHEEL-FOOTED ROBOT A. INTRODUCTION TO THE WHEEL-FOOTED ROBOT
The wheel-footed robot is mainly composed of mechanical structure, drive and energy system and control system. Its composition is shown in Fig. 2 .
The mechanical structure is the basis of the entire robot, including the center of gravity symmetry chassis, cylinder-body-foot connection, foot suspension mechanism and so on. The wheeled motion is driven by controlling VOLUME 6, 2018 electric cylinders, servo motors and brakes. The energy system includes power supplies for both DC and AC. The motion control and balance control of robot are the main tasks of robot control. The top-level control computer adopts SCM9022 ultra-small embedded core module as the main control computer, which is mainly responsible for the calculation of the lateral control algorithm, reading the navigation information and processing the parameters obtained from the lower computer. The lower computer consists of four SCM9022 modules, which are mainly adopted for the drive and control of the bottom layer. The function of the bottom layer is to realize the movement of wheels, signal acquisition and transmission. The top control unit communicates with the lower computers through the industrial CAN bus. In addition, in order to improve the field survival and environmental adaptability of the robot, the environment awareness system includes environment sensing and obstacle detecting devices such as binocular vision and laser radar. Fig. 3 shows the mechanical structure of the robot's single leg. It can be seen that each leg is an inverted stewart platform which is a parallel mechanism with six degrees of freedom presented by Stewart [15] . It consists of upper and lower platforms, and six levers that can be freely telescoped. The upper platform is fixed on the fuselage. The lower can be moved through the telescopic control of the electric cylinders. Compared with the serial robot, the robot possesses the advantages of high control precision, high rigidity, strong load capacity and stable structure.
The input shaft of the T-type reducer is connected with the servo motor and the output shaft is connected with the wheel. The output torque of the servo motor is applied to the wheel through the T-type reducer, so that the wheel can obtain a relatively large output torque. The large torque is able to enhance the driving ability of the wheeled motion. The high-strength damping spring is connected with the foot-end of robot, and the top of the spline is locked with a nut to form a single-degree-of-freedom spring suspension, which can not only absorb the shock but also adjust the preload. Each leg has a separate servo motor to drive the steering of the wheel. Therefore, four wheels of the wheel-footed robot are independently driven with different torque respectively. Because of this characteristic, the robot's wheeled motion control is more flexible. There are multiple control modes that can adapt to different road conditions. Moreover, in the process of lateral movement, all the front and rear wheels of the robot can provide yaw moment, enhancing the ability of the robot to move laterally, correcting the steering attitude and improving the tracking ability under high speed. However, four-wheel independent driven robot also brings some troubles and difficulties: the control method and control process are more complicated.
B. DYNAMIC MODEL ANALYSIS
To facilitate the establishment of motion equation, the following simplifications are provided:
(1) The steering mechanism is ideal, and the steering angles of front and rear wheels are the inputs of the system; 58088 VOLUME 6, 2018 (2) The fuselage of the robot only moves paralleling to the horizontal ground; (3) The value of the robot's moving speed is constant speed; (4) The lateral deflection characteristics of four wheels are linear; (5) Ignore air resistance. From geometric relations, it can be concluded that:
where δ in is the turning angle of inside wheels, δ out is the turning angle of outside wheels of the robot, R is steering radius of robotic centroid, R in is steering radius of inside wheels, R out is steering radius of outside wheels, L is the distance between the robot's front wheels and the rear wheels. The velocity relationship is as follows:
where v in is the speed of inside wheels, v out is the speed of outside wheels of robot. v x is the velocity component along the X-axis. The lateral force of the tire is within the linear range during the normal tire movement [16] .
where i = L means left, i = R means right. F iF and F iH denote the lateral force of front wheels and rear wheels respectively. C iF and C iH are the lateral stiffness of the front wheels and rear wheels respectively. α iF is slip angle of front wheels and α iH is slip angle of rear wheels. β is the centroid offset angle of the robot. δ iF is the front steering angle, δ iH is the rear steering angle. According to the dynamic principle of the robot, the mathematical model of four-wheel steering of the robot is established as:
where a y is the lateral acceleration, I z is the moment of inertia of the robot, m is the robot's quality,ω is the yaw angular acceleration.
It is uniformly defined that the counterclockwise steering angle of the front wheels is positive and the clockwise steering angle of the rear wheels is positive. In this article, the steering mode of the robot is the steering angles of front and rear wheels are the same, but the left and the right are different. Assuming the robot turning left, the steering angle of two left wheels is inside angle(δ in ) and the steering angle of two right wheels is outside angle(δ out ). Therefore, (11) can be rewritten as: 
III. LATERAL CONTROL METHOD BASED ON SLIDING MODE CONTROL A. SELECTION OF PREVIEW DISTANCE
Selecting appropriate preview distance is an important factor to ensure the robot's lateral control accuracy and driving stability. The preview distance algorithm was proposed by Guo and Guan [17] . A short preview distance can guarantee accuracy in low speed, but the stability would be poor in high speed and vice versa. The preview distance should change VOLUME 6, 2018 with speed to improve control effect. Low and high speed correspond to short and long preview distance respectively, and preview distance must be less than the maximum perceived distance from the environment-aware system. Therefore, preview distance is usually used as a linear link to the speed as shown in Fig. 5 .
B. KINEMATIC MODEL AND ATTITUDE ERROR MODEL OF WHEEL-FOOTED ROBOT
The relative positions and orientations of the robot in geodetic coordinate system OXY and local coordinate system OX c Y c are shown in Fig. 6 . Assuming the robot's preview distance is X e , distance between the preview point and the tangent line of the given path is transverse deviation Y e . The closest point to the preset point on the target path is O p . The angle between the tangent and horizontal directions is ϕ p . The coordinates of O p in the geodetic coordinate system are (X p ,Y p ,ϕ p ). The coordinates of robot's centroid in the geodetic coordinate system are (X c ,Y c ,ϕ c ). Now we convert the coordinates in geodetic coordinate system into coordinates in the local coordinate system of the robot through (14) .
The virtual driving path of the robot is planned in real time between the centroid and the preview point in the local coordinate system of the robot. The equation of virtual path is:
And initial conditions are:
where (A, B, C, D) are parameters of equation and ρ is curvature of virtual driving path. Equation (19) is general curvature formula. The equation of the planned curve can be obtained by combining the above equations:
From the above expression, the change rate of curvature of the virtual path can be received:
The coordinates of the robot on the virtual path are (x, y) and the velocity is v c . Assuming that the robot can track the planned virtual trajectory curve equation y(x) stably, the expected yaw rate is:
The change rate of curvature of the planned virtual curve at the robot's current point is:
Expected yaw angular acceleration is:
According to (23) and (24), then combine (20), ideal yaw angular acceleration is:
Hence, the expected yaw rate can be obtained as:
where ω r is the expected yaw rate, ε is the ratio relating to time interval, ω d is the ideal yaw rate,ω r is the expected yaw angular acceleration. The sliding mode controller based on the expected yaw rate is designed by using function switching control method [18] . The method is applied to reduce the influence of uncertainties such as unmodeled parts of the system, robotic unknown parameters and external interferences during the lateral control. It can improve the robustness of the system. Define sliding surface as:
The desired inside steering angle of robot is δ in_sliding and steering angle of outside is δ out_sliding . Substitute δ in_sliding and δ out_sliding into (12), then combine (12) and (28):
Sliding mode controller output is:
In (30), δ in_equ is the equivalent sliding mode control output of the inner wheels, which can be jointly solved by (29) and (4). The second item in (30) guarantees that the system state can quickly approach the sliding mode surface, i.e.ṡs ≤ 0, enhancing the anti-interference ability of system. Lyapunov function (31) is constructed to make the sliding surface approach zero exponentially.
The differential of J is:J =ṡs. LetJ ≤ −η |s| and η>0, if λ ≥ 2ηI z 2(cos δ in +cos δ out ) , then s → 0, when t → ∞. It meets the Lyapunov stability criterion.
Because the switching of the sign function sgn(g) has a discontinuous character, it is very easy to cause the system to chatter [19] . Chattering will not only cause the self-excited movement of system, but also may damage the mechanical structure. To reduce the buffeting effect of the system, the saturation function sat(g) is substituted for symbolic function sgn(g):
where δ is the thickness of the boundary layer. From the geometric relations (1) - (4), the tracking angle of the outside wheels of robot can be obtained as:
In this chapter, we use the SMC method to design a sliding mode function s. Then, we calculate the control law δ out_sliding and δ in_sliding to make the sliding mode function s tend to zero, so that the tracking error will gradually approach zero. Moreover, the SMC method has no excessive demand on the mathematical model of the control object. The method is also insensitive to uncertainty and interference of the control system. Therefore, it can make the four-wheel independent driven robot track a given path stably, which satisfies our basic requirements for robot path tracking. Nevertheless, we also consider the influence of the trend of the path on the lateral tracking of the robot. Therefore the steering prediction method is designed to assist the SMC method achieve more accurate tracking effect. 
IV. EXPECTED STEERING CONTROL STRATEGY
The wheel-footed robot has an environment-aware system that provides more effective information for control. If we only consider the lateral and heading errors of the robot between the desired path and the preview point as shown in Fig. 7 but ignore the road information, the lateral control strategy will be the same for two different paths of curvature R(s) and R1(s) after reaching the given point. This has a great influence on the control of the robot. When the robot moves to the road with large curvature, the errors of the control become even more obvious. Therefore we add the steering prediction to the lateral control method based on expected yaw rate.
The purpose of the virtual path proposed in the lateral control strategy is to allow the robot to reach a given point on the desired path. It ignores the future movement trends of robot after reaching a given point as shown in Fig. 8 . Therefore the steering angle of wheels is divided into two parts of δ sliding and δ predicting in lateral control. δ sliding represents the required steering angle to reach the given point on the path, and δ predicting is the steering angle after reaching the given point, i.e. the total steering angle of the robot's wheels:
The values of steering angles of front wheels and rear wheels are the same, i.e.
The steering angle of the robot's wheels cannot be ignored, and it can be concluded that:
The steering direction of inside wheels is different from the outside wheels, therefore:
Finally, the steering angle of two inside wheels is δ in = δ in_sliding + δ in_predicting , and the steering angle of two outside wheels is δ out = δ out_sliding + δ out_predicting . The overall control process with steering prediction is shown in Fig. 9 .
V. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION
The Table 2 shows some of the parameters of the robot.
The given path in simulation is composed of a straight line with a length of 10m and a sine curve with a period of 20m and an amplitude of 4m. The speed of the robot during the simulation is 1m/s and the preview distance is 2m. At the initial time, the lateral distance between the position of the robot and the tracking path is 2m. The comparison result of the individual SMC method and the algorithm composed of SMC and steering prediction is shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11 shows the given steering angle of inside wheels in high speed (positive symbol means to turn left; negative symbol means to turn right). Fig. 12 shows the control effect when the robot moves at a low speed (0.2m/s) and the preview distance is 0.4m. The given path is a sine curve with a period of 4m and an amplitude of 1m.
From the simulation results, it can be concluded that the tracking error of control method combined both the expected yaw rate and the steering prediction is significantly smaller than the single expected yaw rate method, no matter what speed the robot is at. The results fully verify that the algorithm of steering prediction based on curvature has reduced the tracking error of the lateral control, especially where the road curvature is large. Obviously, the improved method takes into account the future movement of the robot. Therefore, it has achieved steering in advance, reduced the lateral control error and enhanced the stability of the robot.
The jitter of wheels controlled by method combined both the expected yaw rate and the steering prediction is smaller than the single expected yaw rate method. Meanwhile, the required steering angle is also smaller. It shows that the former algorithm has a low control cost and a better control effect. At low speeds, the former algorithm leads to more advanced robot steering angles, that is, the system responds faster, more predictable. It also assists the robot to be more adaptive to complex tracking paths.
B. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the algorithm, we conducted some experiments on the robot to control the lateral movement and have verified whether the algorithm with predicting control works better. The red lines in Fig. 14 and 15 are a given path for the robot. The experimental platform is the wheel-footed robot as introduced in Section II. Its four wheels can be driven independently. The wheeled movement of robot is the main motion form. The red curve is perceived by the robotic vision system, which gives the top-level controller information about the given path. At the same time, the top controller is responsible for the processing of the algorithm and the transmission of the data. After receiving the commands, the lower computer sends out corresponding commands to drive and control the movement of the legs and wheels. In this experiment, the robot's moving speed is 0.2m/s.
The tracking error and route by experiment are shown in Fig. 16 . From the Fig. 16 , the control error of the lateral control algorithm combined with sliding mode and steering prediction is kept at −0.04m to 0.06m, while the error of the separate sliding mode control is kept at −0.07m to 0.08m. Furthermore, the difference between the two control methods is more obvious at the position where the curvature of the given path is large. That is, the larger the path curvature is, the better the control method combined with the steering prediction is than the other. It can be concluded that steering prediction method solves the problem caused by the future movement trend of the robot to a certain extent. In all, the lateral control method with the steering prediction has smaller error, higher precision and better control effect than the single sliding mode control method. However, the experimental error curve is not as smooth as the simulation's. There are some slight jitters actually, which may be caused by the imperfect road surface of the experiment or the chattering of the control method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we designed a sliding mode controller based on yaw rate to control the lateral motion of the wheel-footed robot so that the robot can track the given path. Based on this controller, we added steering prediction control to improve control performance. The sliding mode controller based on dynamic model of the special robot takes advantages that the four wheels on robot can be independently driven. Therefore, the right and left wheels can attain different steering angles and yaw moments respectively. So that the robot can stably track the given path. With the addition of predictive steering control, the robot can get the advanced angle and track the path with a small error at the preview point. Conversely, individual sliding mode control causes certain errors due to the neglect of the trend of path curvature, especially where the path curvature is large. The simulation results show that the sliding mode controller combined with steering prediction obviously has more precise control effect: the error is smaller and the jitter of steering angle is smaller. Overall, the performance of improved control method has been greatly enhanced in many aspects compared to the individual sliding mode control. The experimental results also confirmed this conclusion. It has been verified that this method is applicable for path tracking research of the four-wheel independently driven robots and vehicles. According to other features of our wheel-footed robot, the structure of the robot can be adjusted as needed to adapt the robot to different obstacles and circumstances. Therefore, we should consider new methods to overcome the influence of the structure's change on the path tracking in future research.
